
Deadlock

Deadlock is an example of a safety property.

It occurs in a system when all its constituent processes are blocked

ie. there are no more eligible actions that it can perform.

In other words, a (non-terminating) system must always be able to
proceed doing useful work (ie. engage in at least one action) if it is to
be deadlock-free.

A deadlocked system can not respond to actions or events - it appears
to be hung.



Necessary Conditions for a Deadlock:

• Mutual exclusion: A resource is not sharable.

• Hold and wait: A process is allowed to hold a resource while it’s
waiting for other resources.

• No preemption: A process cannot be forced to give up a resource.

• Circular wait: P1 is blocked because of P2; P2 is blocked because of
P3; ...; Pn is blocked because of P1.

We shall exemplify and study deadlock via the following problem:



The Dinning Philosophers

This problem is due to Dijkstra (1968).

There are 5 philosophers who share a circular table. Each philosopher
has their own alloted seat at the table.

Each philosopher spends their life alternately thinking and eating.

In the center of the table is a bowl of spaghetti which is continuously
replenished. In order to obtain a portion of food from this bowl, two
forks are required.

The table is always laid out with 5 forks, one to the left of each seat and
one to the right of each seat (see the diagram below):
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Each philosopher may only use the forks to the immediate left and right
of their designated seat.

We now proceed to model this problem as a process and then analyze it
using the LTSA tool.

Clearly, forks are shared resources. As such, we may get a fork or put a
fork back on the table. Thus, the following process models forks for us:

Fork = (get -> put -> Fork).

An arbitrary philosopher must pick up their left fork and their right
fork before they may eat. This period of gluteny is of course preceeded
by a period of thinking and proceeded by replacing the forks. We may
thus model a philosopher by the following processes:

GetFork = (left.get -> right.get -> END | right.get -> left.get -> END).

PutFork = (left.put -> right.put -> END | right.put -> left.put -> END).

Philosopher = (think -> GetFork ; (eat -> PutFork) ; Philosopher).



Having defined our Fork and Philosopher processes, we are now left to
describe our Table process. Recall, that the table is where our
philosophers gather to eat and think. For convenience we shall use
natural numbers to name our philosophers.

Thus, we get that our diners are:

||Diners = (phil[0]:Philosopher

|| phil[1]:Philosopher

|| ...

|| phil[4]:Philosopher

).

or, more succinctly, we get that:

||Diners = (forall [n: 0..4] phil[n]:Philosopher).



And their forks are modeled bya:

||ForkLayout = ({phil[0].left, phil[1].right}::Fork

|| {phil[1].left, phil[2].right}::Fork

|| ...

|| {phil[4].left, phil[0].right}::Fork

).

or, more succinctly, we have thatb:

||ForkLayout = (forall [n: 0..4] {phil[n].left, phil[(n + 1)%5].right}::Fork).

Putting this altogether, we have that our Table process is:

||Table = (Diners || ForkLayout).

aThe :: operator simply says that we are to view the actions in the left argument

(ie. the set) as being the same action (cf. aliases).
bRecall that the operator % is modulus.



By entering this process definition into the LTSA tool (if you do this,
you may need to slightly alter the above process definitions!), we may
then get it to analyze the system. In particular, we can get the LTSA
tool to analyze the system for deadlock.

Surprisingly, the system does indeed suffer from deadlock. The
following action trace leads us to a deadlocked state:

• phil.0.think

• phil.0.right.get

• phil.1.think

• phil.1.right.get

• phil.2.think

• phil.2.right.get

• phil.3.think

• phil.3.right.get

• phil.4.think

• phil.4.right.get

• System can engage in no more actions (ie. it is deadlocked)

In other words, to reach our deadlocked state, each philosopher need
only sit down (after they have finished thinking) and then grab their
right forks. In this way, no one may then obtain a left fork!

If one were to implement the Table process as a Java program (left as
an exercise!), then you would find that the occurrence of deadlock
would not manifest itself so easily!!

The real problem now of course is to design a protocol to avoid
deadlock from happening.



Deadlock-Free Dinning Philosophers

Many solutions exist to solve this problem. We will only consider one
such solution here. Please refer to this semester’s course recommended
text if you would like to learn about other approaches to solving this
problem.

The approach we adopt here is to place a protocol on how the
philosophers pick up their forks. We shall insist that odd numbered
philosophers must pick their right forks before their left forks; and that
even numbered philosophers must pick their left forks before their right
forks.

Thus, our Philosopher process becomes:

Philosopher(N=0) =

(when (N%2 == 0) think ->

left.get -> right.get -> eat ->

left.put -> right.put -> Philospher

| when (N%2 == 1) think ->

right.get -> left.get -> eat ->

right.put -> left.put -> Philospher

).



and our Diners process becomes:

||Diners = (forall [n: 0..4] phil[n]:Philosopher(n)).

All other processes

ie. the Fork, ForkLayout and Table processes

remain unchanged.

It is left as an exercise for you to verify that the above process is indeed
deadlock-free.



Livelock

Livelock is a special form of deadlock (and so is also a safety property).
It typically occurs in a system when we use the choice operator (ie. |).

With a deadlocked state, there is no possible execution sequence (ie.
action) which may succeed (ie. every possibility fails).

eg. no action trace will allow us access to the shared resource

In a livelocked state, there are successful execution sequences, but it is
also possible to describe one or more unsuccessful execution sequences
(ie. some possibilities fail).

eg. some action traces allow us access to the shared resource, but other
action traces will stop us accessing the shared resource

However, the choices that allow us to escape our livelock state are never
taken.

We may visualize this via the following transition system:
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Here, successful execution sequences are those that gain entry to the
processes critical section (which is signaled via the inCrit action).

However, notice in the diagram, that the process may engage in
livelock actions forever. Thus, the above process may never enter its
critical section. Also notice that it is always possible for the process to
escape this possibility.

This pattern of behavior is typical of livelock.

In a deadlock scenario, we would have no hope of ever getting into the
critical section (along at least one path).

In the presence of the fair choice principle livelock can not happen -
since we must sooner or latter follow the path into our critical section.


